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Gifted with the astonishing beauty of the nature, tranquil atmosphere and charming natural
surroundings, Thekkady is rich in every sphere, making it an ideal honeymoon destination. It is
unique compared to many other wonderful destinations in Kerala and so is the reason why this
picturesque town gifted with the charming beauty of the nature offer incredible experiences and
opportunity to enjoy the marvellous glory of the nature.

Thekkady is no doubt a nature loverâ€™s paradise that has so much to offer to its visitors. From the
evergreen surrounding to the magnetizing waterfalls to the rich flora and fauna and more importantly
a unique boat cruise, Thekkady is truly a destination that will engross you and offer you incredible
opportunity to enjoy vacation with ultimate experiences.

Thekkady has so many wonderful places to visit and all of them are unique and are amazingly gifted
by the sheer beauty of the nature. It has enticing tourism attractions that include the following tourist
attractions and sightseeing spots.

Some of the wonderful places to visit in Thekkady are highlighted below:

Kumily

Kumily is exotically beautiful and is known to be a plantation town. It is amazingly gifted by the
nature and is the main centre for shopping and spice trade centre.

Murikkady

Murikkady is well known for its plantation. It has vast stretches of the tea gardens, coffee, pepper
and plantations that offer refreshing and charming view of the nature and tranquil atmosphere to
enjoy refreshing holidays with remarkable experiences.

Periyar Wildlife Sanctuary

Periyar is no doubt a wonderful wildlife sanctuary that offers incredible experiences and memories
to relish in forever. The exotic greenery, charming natural beauty and the presence of the rich flora
and fauna make Periyar wildlife tour and incredible experience of lifetime.

Vandiperiyar

Vandiperiyar is the major trade centre and has good number of tea factories, vast stretches of the
tea gardens and heavenly atmosphere. It is an idyllic destination that is worth to visit on Thekkady
tours.

Beside these there are many exotic sightseeing spots and attractions in Thekkady which are worth
to visit and explore. Enjoy the charismatic beauty of the nature or explore the intricate beauty of the
rich culture and traditions or surf the cool and refreshing beauty of the nature, Thekkady has so
much to offer to its visitors and holiday makers.

Beside all, the excellent infrastructure and the world class facilities too have added an input in the
flow of tourists. The excellent facilities, world class amenities and the charming beauty of the nature
too make Thekkady idyllic tourist destination that offer wonderful option to enjoy vacation with an
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incredible experiences.

Hotels in Thekkady are of world class though most of the visitors to this place are nature lovers,
wildlife enthusiasts and honeymooners. Due to its well organised and excellent facilities, Thekkady
has become the most sought after destination in Kerala, today.

So choose from the many multitude Thekkady tour packages and enjoy remarkable vacation with
outstanding experiences of lifetime. After all itâ€™s Thekkady the perfect gateway to enjoy refreshing
holidays and vacations.
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